MeasureTest exclusive Indian distributor for ATI and DOP Solutions
As advised in our earlier circular, our principals Air Techniques International, USA
(popularly known as ATI) has bought over DOP Solutions, UK on 9th.March 2016. As
such, all DOP Solutions products such as aerosol photometers, cold and thermal
generators etc, are now available only from ATI.
We would emphasise that MeasureTest is the sole and EXCLUSIVE Indian
distributor for both ATI and DOP Solutions products including 3 models of
photometers viz.
1) Low cost photometer SP200B

2) World’s most advanced photometer with printer model 2i

3) DOP Touch Photometer with touch screen interface

No other firm in India is now authorised to sell, service or calibrate ATI and DOP
Solutions photometers.

It has also come to our notice that another company is submitting offers for ATI
photometers to some Indian customers at inflated rupee prices, although they
are not distributors for ATI. If any customer receives such an offer, just ask that firm
to quote in US dollars and produce a copy of their distributorship certificate, they will
be unable to comply.
It has also come to our knowledge that another unauthorized person, an exemployee of ours, is approaching customers offering “calibration & repair
services” for ATI photometers at low cost and some users have fallen victim to
this temptation, just to save a few thousand rupees. He supplies locally made
spare parts (not original ATI) such as vanes and impellers for the motor, resulting in
incorrect flow rates. Such third parties are not authorized to calibrate or repair ATI
or DOP Solutions photometers and any so-called “calibration certificates”
issued by them are useless and invalid. For ethical reasons, we would then be
forced to confirm to users and any auditors / inspectors (foreign or Indian) that the
above photometers are not being calibrated by us and the readings are unreliable.
We also offer an attractive buy back arrangement for your old photometers, any make
any condition. Remember, ATI is the world’s first and largest manufacturer of aerosol
photometers and generators with over 75% world market share.
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